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Introduction 
This proposal tackles the issues surrounding Goldsmiths and New Cross to develop a creative, 

inspiring and mutually beneficial interaction on many levels, leveraging Artmongers’ existing 

experience and connections in the community and the development of public creativity. 

Note that New X-ING is a co-creation project and has already evolved as a result of our discussions 

with staff and community. This document represents the story so far – we expect New X-ING to 

continue to attract and incubate new ideas. 

 

The Concept 
New X-ING is about doing things differently. Crossing the road, working with another department, 

engaging in a different way with the community. And being energised by this action.  

It is an independent free standing brand that students, staff, Lewisham Council, local residents and 

local businesses can trust and feel part of / motivated by. We don’t want to make life any harder for 

Goldsmiths and its management team or distract them from core tasks so this program is structured 

to be self-sustaining, with guidance from the Steering Group. 

New X-ING is also a Multiplier. By stimulating energy it will attract the creativity, support and input 

of others. Inspiring many to think about New Cross differently. By creating focus and visible output it 

will attract and multiply funds.  

 

The Challenge  
New Cross is a gritty urban environment. While that provides stimulation for Goldsmiths faculty and 

students, it also is a cause of concern for prospective students and their parents. In times of pressure 

on student applications and funding, attracting students to apply and then stimulating a strong 

conversion rate is more important than ever. 

Our investigations with 14 departments also highlighted concerns about internal barriers – it was felt 

that silos reduced the effectiveness of the learning experience and funding possibilities. It is also a 

missed opportunity to boost motivation, battered by funding concerns, student unrest and an 

uncertain future. There is a lack of trust between the parties. 

In terms of image management, some of the current buildings (especially those fronting the A2 and 

Lewisham Way), infrastructure and maintenance are at odds with the image Goldsmiths wish to 

project. 

In short, there is evidence that there is squandering of resources – buildings, spaces, creativity, social 

capital – this proposal aims to tackle that concern. 

 



The will to change 
We know from the Annual Report, Public Benefit Statement that Goldsmiths has clear intentions in 

this area and we hope to support the college in its aim to realise these ambitions. 

• For staff, students and community 

“to develop effective interactions between the College’s research and teaching activities 

and business, especially the creative and cultural industries and the public sector and to 

contribute to the economic, social and cultural well-being of local communities”  

• For students 

“to ensure a high quality learning experience”  

• Commitment to Community ref Master Plan: 

“maximisation of opportunities for links with the local community”  

• Environment and Sustainability 

“improving the energy efficiency of the campus and making environmental improvements”  

 

New X-ING: the players  
New X-ING brings together three powerful sources of energy and creativity: 

 Goldsmiths (students, faculty, spaces) 

 Artmongers (grass roots community engagement and creative activation) 

 The local community (residents and businesses) 

Why Goldsmiths? 

1. Goldsmiths has a reputation for innovation, research, creativity and intellectual rigour 

2. The Master Plan seeds many of these ideas which can now be followed through within New 

X-ING. The ideas are now adapted and staged to minimise risk, reduce investment and 

become achievable. Each New X-ING project is a manifestation of the vision of the Master 

Plan 

3. The Annual Report talks about a “free exchange of ideas” and the research suggests that is 

currently compromised by blocks in the system  

4. The College’s strong international reputation is being compromised at local level and there is 

an incentive to improve 

5. Good fit with Widening Participation program  

6. Harness student power and wish for visible action / radical thinking in more constructive 

ways 

  This initiative offers the chance to do something “very Goldsmiths” that will support the 

College and its reputation 



Why Artmongers? 

1. Track record of vitalising idle public space to precipitate change and the perception of 

change / new possibilities eg cowbins, Hands artwork, Bold Vision, New Cross library artwork 

(in progress) 

2. Artmongers uses Innovative ways of engaging with the public via creativity in the street and 

everyday life using art, environment, and community.  

3. Artmongers leads with ideas and can stand away from the multiple operational challenges of 

running a large institution  

4. After several years of working in the street in the local area, Artmongers has strong existing 

connections with New Cross Federation, local councillors, New Cross People’s Library, New 

Cross Community Council, New Cross Gate Trust, Transition New Cross, Lewisham Council, 

Bold Vision, community gardening projects and other local organisations 

 A crucial catalyst bringing a combination of creativity and community connections who will 

carry overall responsibility for the program on behalf of College and Community 

Why involve the Community? 

1. There has been only limited interaction so far, allowing mutual under appreciation and a 

sub-optimal relationship 

2. Precedents of community interaction eg an artwork in all the takeaway shops, public 

concerts, the Big Draw, have had good results (see Appendix 4: Precedents of Community 

connection) 

3. The local community is diverse, edgy, tough and open-minded – all relevant qualities to this 

program 

4. The recent takeover of New Cross Library by a group of volunteers demonstrates the energy 

and the will to improve the local area. This is further evidenced by the recently formed New 

Cross Federation (local businesses), New Cross Community Council (community 

organisations and residents) and New Cross Free Film Festival (planned for Spring 2012) 

5. Tap into the power of Open Source development methods by New X-ING engaging wider 

groups to contribute 

 An energised local community with an appetite for change 

 

New X-ING: the Vision 
 

Overall, the aim of the project is to create an independent movement for creative change in the area 

that can be trusted by all parties. This will increase connectivity, a major source of resilience in 

communities, and build social capital that will benefit college and community alike. This has been 

manifested so far in the following projects and ideas. 



New X-ING Corner Shop and the Knowledge 

 

An immediate way to increase interaction with the community is to start to issue the library cards 

and install free wifi that has been discussed in project development meetings. This will be branded 

as “The Knowledge”.  

The New X-ING Corner Shop will be in one of the disused shops on New Cross Road and give New X-

ING a chance to engage with students, staff, local residents and local business by having a presence 

in the High Street during Year 1 of the project. The external walls can be used to showcase ideas, the 

pavement (with tables) and inside can be used to create opportunities for interaction eg stage a 

conversation between representatives of different groups, invite co-creation. This will be an informal 

arrangement requiring only minimum maintenance and running costs  

Open Town Hall  

There are many concerts, performances, art shows, meetings and talks open to the public already 

running in different locations on campus. However this is not easy for local residents to engage with. 

Moving as much as possible to the Council Chamber in Deptford Town Hall fulfils various needs. 

Those putting on the event are likely to get bigger audiences and more feedback as the habit of 

participation develops in the neighbourhood, local residents are able to access incredible 

experiences and the integrity of the Town Hall as a public building is restored 

The Amphitheatre  

In the first year the Podium already funded by Business Development (building on our earlier 

proposal discussed with them) will allow a pop-up performance space right in the public domain in a 

spot that is already a natural gathering point for students.  

A £20k investment would also allow for the installation of a 5m x 3m digital screen on the wall 

parallel to Lewisham Way which could be used by Media and Communications Dept to showcase 

work, by the College to communicate about events and ideas, to show the Olympics to a crowd and 

so on. 

In Year 2 we recommend working with the relevant bodies to create the Gold Exchange. This is a 

place to interchange ideas and points of view allowing for cross-fertilisation and crossover between 

departments, thereby addressing the silo issue. This would be in two locations: the Senior Common 

Room for staff and in front of 288 for the faculty plus the community  

Green X-ING  

Throughout the project we hope to develop ideas to make better use of the green spaces that 

already exist within the campus. This will include community gardening, the nature reserve and 

commissioning an artwork on the boilerhouse. In Year 2 the partnership between Goldsmiths 

Environmental Officer, Lewisham Recycling Officer and the local community (New Cross Federation 

and Transition New Cross) hope to install food recycling facilities in the form of an anaerobic 

digester to tackle waste issues and generate power. The first meeting has already been facilitated by 

Artmongers 

Light X-ING  

By the second year we hope to have found funding for light projections on the Town Hall, through 

library windows and as roving projections which make their way round the campus and 

neighbourhood. These will feature work by students and former alumni 



A2 X-ING 

Talks have already started between the College, Lewisham Council and TfL to take forward this idea 

– evolved from the Master Plan – of creating a new connection between the north and south sides 

of New Cross Road. This will help mitigate road traffic risk for students using New Cross Gate station 

and improve connectivity as well as a symbolic role as a major indicator of a different way of thinking 

in New Cross. X marks the spot and puts New Cross on the map 

 

AIMS: External benefits  
There are many beneficial aspects to this program which have been shown here under four headings 

– increasing asset utilisation, boosting Goldsmiths’ reputation, improving the learning experience 

and improving staff morale / engagement. 

Increase asset utilisation  

• Reduce squandering of resources by turning around idle spaces, underused skills, talents, 

resources and funding opportunities 

• Leveraging the Multiplier Effect. By investing a smaller amount of money the potential is 

unlocked to enhance the investment with Goldsmiths diverted money (same use but more 

effective outcome) together with external funding / match funding and in kind contributions 

(time, underused facilities, volunteering, equipment, synergies). Our experiences of Bold 

Vision (see boldvision.org.uk) have been that once the energy is shifted in a space, it starts 

to attract other kinds of investment from the people who enjoy using it 

• A focus for fundraising Eg volunteering scheme money, Podium money, food waste 

recycling, Capital Growth (community gardening) 

Boost reputation  higher applications  

The aim is to show New Cross as just edgy enough to be creative without being too scary 

(particularly given the trend to come with, or in place of, prospective students before making a 

decision).  

This will be born out of New X-ING, in particular because of: 

• Inter pares relationship with community with mutual respect and mutual benefit  

• Known as a place that LETS ideas emerge. With a porous boundary with New Cross and an 

attitude of turning towards the local community 

• Known for street impact. Known on the street. A place that believes that actions speak 

louder than words 

• Innovative connection with community that generates a safer, more exciting environment 

for all  

• Next year’s prospectus can show a picture of something initiated by Goldsmiths (under 

“Location”) 

Improve student learning offer (and enhance conversion rate) 

• Increased employability  and confidence building from real-life interaction opportunities and 

experiences eg performances, shows, interactive research, volunteering, archiving 



• Building a community participation habit in the area 

 audiences, reality research lab, co-creation, stimulus, catalyst, joined up volunteering 

(community and college), recycling, carbon footprint 

Increase staff engagement 

• Improve morale in challenging times by giving a new low-cost way to improve their 

environment 

• Our research identified signs of de-motivation, fear of uncertainty. A sense of “Them not us” 

which could be usefully tackled by more joined-up thinking and interplay of ideas and 

resources 

• Creating a more activated, public university with better interaction, positive action and 

higher productivity 

• New X-ING offers a way to continue to offer a public university ethos enhancing alignment, 

engagement and winning over hearts and minds around a shared vision that is not “owned” 

by any one department or group 

 

Next Steps  
1. Agree that the program is run in learning mode. There will be ideas that build up over time 

(no monoliths or major financial exposure) and incorporate feedback loops. This iterative 

and dynamic process will be archived as we go creating a model and story for Goldsmiths’ 

media coverage and storytelling.  

2. Agree that program is modular, adaptive and self-sustaining (run by Artmongers with 

guidance from Steering Group) 

3. Agree project focuses on public facing boundaries ie New Cross Road and Lewisham Way 

4. New X-ING to help Goldsmiths creatively cut down on squandering of resources / missed 

opportunities and free up possibilities 

5. Artmongers to mentor and guide New X-ING given our unique position of  

– Body of creative work in the local area interesting outcomes 

– Track record of community engagement in the area  reliable, proven 

– Existing community connections  integrity, objectivity, representation 

– Independent position  generate trust in New X-ING 

– Focus on New X-ING rather than other internal goals  better chance of delivery 

Notes on Funding 

• Costs based on quotations and best estimates, including VAT where relevant. Where 

external funding is not successful we will not need Goldsmiths to fund the gap. Instead we 

will reschedule within the 5 year project plan, find alternative funding or revise the proposal 



• The Multiplier effect means the project harnesses around £1.5M of investment for  

£ 1/4 M  

What New X-ING needs from SMT  

• Green light to progress (not for a rash mega plan, but for stepping forward in a creative and 

staged way)  

• Initial contract (one year break clause)  

• Staged budget (retainer plus costs) capitalised where appropriate, paid monthly  

• To agree Steering Group consisting of representatives from Artmongers, Goldsmiths 

(Estates, Student Union, Business Development, departments), Lewisham Council, wider 

community 

 

Artmongers Directors: Catherine Shovlin, Patricio Forrester 

Email: artmongers.studio@gmail.com 

8 Dec 2011 

  



Appendices 

Appendix 1: feedback from staff 

Current dislikes about New Cross 

 

What they like about New X-ING 

 

  



Detailed feedback by department 

Dept Ideas generated Actions 

Art Do amphitheatre in pop-up way. Use mobile 
soapbox to start with, maybe paint/render a 
screen on the wall and have temporary 
projections. 
Involve Goldsmiths Council (next meelting Nov 
29?). Work with Hugh to make a submission to 
them. 
Use Widening Participation programme to get 
students involved 
Gardening projects in forecourt / behind shops 
Use their connections not their endorsement 

Propose specific projects and they’ll look 
at them 
Not prefabs or “gallery” 
Can write letter of support for New X-ING 
road crossing 

Business 
Develop
ment 

Ref JC Decaux and social interactive billboard. 
“Improve reputation by engaging with local 
communities” Use East London Lines. 
Introduce more green into streetscape 
“Make New X more community focused 
through the medium of arts and creativity” 
More paths crossing between Goldsmiths and 
community eg volunteering, Deptford X, shows 
in local businesses, Olympics 

Can help with links to academics, funding 
opportunities, reviewing proposals, 
finding students, challenging briefs 

Design Interested in practicalities.  
Extra-curricular activities important to students 
and presented at welcome lecture this year. 
 “MA students could pick up and run with these 
ideas within the curriculum” 
Opportunities for research 

Use parts of forecourt for popup events 
as precursor to remodelling 
Identify idle spaces with Estates  
Run a one day workshop / Open Day to 
explore ideas with staff, students and 
local residents 
Encourage use of New X as a “street lab” 

Educatio
nal 
Studies 

Paint / ceramic front, pillars and side of 288. 
Create Talking Point. Use ceramic facility behind 
prefabs plus seats for street conversation 

Set workshop / installation dates. Budget 
from estates? 
Attend Big Draw (Oct 22) 

Estates New X crossing fits with master plan – need TfL  
Incubator shops pilot. 
Lighting for pop-up amphitheatre (move bike 
racks) 
Address alleys early on (fundable) 
Note St James Hatcham Church is also a space 
to be considered 
? Funding for blue hoarding at New X station? 

May be able to fund some of work at 288 
/ prefabs out of maintenance budgets 
Use parts of forecourt for popup events 
as precursor to remodelling 

Library Suggested a number (100?) of Goldsmiths 
Library cards for local residents – to be 
managed through NXPL 
Volunteers from GL and NXPL could interact / 
share skills/bridge. “A template for openness” 
Archive the NXPL archive 
Archive the process of New X-ING 

Connect NXPL and Goldsmiths Library 
Project images from the Women’s Art 
Collection onto their windows so visible 
from street 
Host a workshop on archiving or 
Women’s Art or Black Artists 

Marketin
g, 
Comms, 
PR 

Pop-up version of Warmington Tower billboard 
using a screen(s) and projector. 
Disabled access plans for DTH already exist 
New pedestrian crossing fits with Lewisham’s 
plans to join up spaces to Fordham Park 
Environmental impact needs to be managed… 
install solar panels at same time to power 

Check DTH access plans with Estates 
Can there be more green (literally green 
space plus eco actions)? 



screens etc? 

Media & 
Comms 

Precedent – mobile soapbox in amphitheatre 
space during protests. 
Create the sense that “you are part of this 
place that does radically creative things” (for 
staff, students and residents). Lots happening 
INSIDE campus, move it to face outwards 
Definitely no advertising on billboard 
Harness all that is happening INSIDE the campus 
and move it to the EDGES to be seen / shared 
Departments must have creative control of 
content, not admin. 
“New X as an experimental space”.  
“The space creates itself” 
Reinforce the concept of a Public University 
(resist privatisation). 
Especially need to encourage 2nd years so they 
keep going 
Best if part of curriculum AND extra-curricular 

Provide animations and other content for 
digital billboard 
Check eg of Lisbon projections onto 
historic buildings 
Pop up events in DTH foyer 
Pop up Speakers Corner in amphitheatre 
Livestream content 
Increase links with schools 
 

Music St James Church project with Performing Arts. 
Planning to find funding to double glaze Council 
Chamber so that can be used as better 
performing / rehearsing space 

Develop montages 

PACE Gallery space in basement of DTH – could be 
used? Eg projections through windows? 
Houses in St James could be used 
Note public (primary and nursery users) cut 
through by Pimlott bldg 

Many students would be interested in 
showing their work and eg prefab wraps 

Performi
ng arts 

Exactly the right time to do something in the 
climate of uncertainty: “imprinting an artistic 
presence on what’s already here” 
“Goldsmiths is unique and this program 
highlights that. We don’t have luxury, the 
resources here are human” 
Connection to dept facilities which are being 
refurbished to allow public use? (theatre, 
studios).  “Springing up in public spaces” 
Site specific MA students could be involved 

 

Politics Make library open to public? “Putting your work 
in the public domain” 

Introduce 5th project space (NXPL) 

Sociology 
(Urban 
and 
Communi
ty) 

Learn by walking the streets – they could do 
evaluations and access London wide network. 
Before and after behaviour evaluation (use New 
X as an ethnographic lab) 
“Apply a different logic to the infrastructure to 
transform it” 
OpenVizor: start with shopkeepers and grocers. 
See Small Fry films 

Map current actions / interactions and 
hot spots around college-community 
Tap into Mosaic classifications (CS has 
these) 
African Diaspora in New X (was more 
Afro-Carib, now more Nigerian) 
C Knowles will show Artmongers slides in 
her lecture and feedback 

Student 
Union 

Use the “paint gang” who did the purple job on 
the Students Union (£7/hr) 

Forward info to circulate Sioban Finnegan 
Students Union can get students to the 
Reading Week Open Day 
Students Union can publicise events / 
engagement via facebook and 
@mygoldsmiths 



Appendix 2: draft budget 
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New X-ING

New X-ING budgeting

(see note 1)

New £k Revex New £k Capex New X-ING Internal External In kind

2012 Q1 15 8 2012 87 61 310 92

2012 Q2 13 24 2013 101 53 612 132

2012 Q3 13 0 2014 75 10 210 163

2012 Q4 13 0

2013 Q1 13 19

2013 Q2 13 19

£ sources

Year Project Item Cost New X-ING Internal External Other Sources

2012 Project Actualisation Artmongers core mgmt (see note 2) 29 29

2012 New X-ING Corner Shop signage/art/comms/repairs/projections 20 8 12 Estates

2012 Amphitheatre 15m2 screen, install, stage 34 24 10 Olympic/Boris/Bus Devt

2012 The Knowledge Library Access, wifi, volunteers 102 2 100 Business Devt

2012 Connecting artists/experts/activators/comms 22 22

2012 Open Town Hall digital signage/casing/upgrade/disabled 225 25 200 Music, City Bridge Trust, GLA

2012 Green X-ING community gardening, wildlife reserve 26 2 24

2013 Project Actualisation Artmongers core mgmt 29 29

2013 The Knowledge Library Access, wifi, volunteers 10 10

2013 Light X-ING projections 32 38

2013 Connecting artists/experts/activators/comms 22 22

2013 Green X-ING Food waste, gardening, powerhouse comm 650 2 36 612 third party, Lewisham, Estates

2013 The Gold Exchange 288 Benches, landscaping, artwork 17 17 Estates

2014 Project Actualisation Artmongers core mgmt 29 29

2014 Connecting artists/experts/activators/comms 22 22

2014 A2 X-ING Roadworks 202 2 200 Lewisham/TFL

2014 The Knowledge coordinating volunteer scheme 10 10

2014 Green X-ING gardening, accreditation, comp toilets 22 2 10 10 Lewisham

2014 The Gold Exchange Senior Common Room 10 10

TOTALS 264 114 1122

Note 1 In kind donation made up of: £k 2012 £k 2013 £k 2014

Volunteer hours per week (50 rising to 100) 16 23 31

using idle space 26 39 52

existing skills 30 40 40

idea pooling / cross fertilising 20 30 40

Note 2 this retainer covers overall project management, communications and creative input

installations requiring more time than the agreed 10 days per month to be negotiated

Note 3 costs in £k including vat where applicable



Appendix 3: contact list 
In several rounds of consultation we have spoken to a range of academic departments as well as 

Marketing, Estates, Finance. We have also discussed the New X-ING concept with several community 

groups. The response has been overwhelmingly positive (see Appendix 1 for detail) 

Coll/Comm Department 
First 
name Last name 

College Art  Michael Archer   

College Art Richard Noble 

College Art and Politics John Reardon 

College Business Development Aidan Sheridan 

College Business Development Jessica Pavlos 

College Business Development Julia Taylor 

College Design J Gabrys 

College Design Kay Stables 

College Design, Creativity and Learning Juliet  Sprake 

College East London Lines Angela Phillips 

College Educational Studies John Johnston 

College Educational Studies Lucinda Parr 

College Educational Studies Tara Page 

College Estates Catriona Boulton 

College Estates Michael Dick 

College Filming Mike  Waller  

College Filming Terry  Rosenburg 

College Goldsmiths Council Mary  Stacey 

College Head of Dev’t and Alumni  David   Mungall  

College Library Althea Greenan 

College Library Jacqueline Cook 

College Library Mary  Nixon   

College Library Sue  Mayo 

College light projection, technical whiz  Marco Gillies 

College light projection, technical whiz  Mick  Grierson  

College Marketing Rebecca Watts 

College Marketing Vicky Annand 

College Media and Comms Natalie Fenton 

College Music   Michael  Young 

College PACE Andy Gilroy 

College Performing Arts Anna Furse 

College Photography in urban cultures  Paul   Halliday 

College Registrar Hugh Jones 

College Registrar Rebecca Pearson 

College Sociology  Bev Skeggs    

College Sociology Caroline Knowles 

College Students Union Manoj  Kerai  

College Students Union Sioban  Finnegan  

College Textiles  Janis  Jefferies -   

College Visual anthropology  Jorella  Andrews   

College Visual cultures  Gavin  Butt  

College Widening participation  Annette  Hayton  

College Widening participation  Laura Catell   

College Widening participation  Wendy  Francis 

   

mailto:m.archer@gold.ac.uk
mailto:d.mungall@gold.ac.uk
mailto:m.young@gold.ac.uk
mailto:p.halliday@gold.ac.uk
mailto:b.skeggs@gold.ac.uk
mailto:j.jefferies@gold.ac.uk
mailto:j.g.andrews@gold.ac.uk
mailto:g.butt@gold.ac.uk


Community 170 Jane Keane 

Community 170 Tara Ramdeen 

Community Bold Vision Amos Folarin 

Community Bold Vision Catherine Edwards 

Community Bold Vision Clare Sharpen 

Community Bold Vision John Knepler 

Community Bold Vision Sheridan James 

Community Bold Vision Stephen Carrick-Davies 

Community Bold Vision Stuart Bell 

Community Bold Vision Susan Edwards 

Community Bold Vision Tim Fallon 

Community BVCG Common Growth 

Community Deptford X Matthew 
 Community Greenshoots Jill  Mountford 

Community Media and Comms Nick Couldry 

Community New X Fed Chris Baloney 

Community NXCC James Holland 

Community NXG Trust Jenny Couper 

Community NXL GILLIAN  HART 

Community NXL Kath Dunbar 

Community NXL Lucia Graves 

Community RSA Emma Norris 

Community Transition New Cross Jess Farr 

Community Ward councillor Dan Whittle 

Community Ward councillor Joan Millbank 

Community Ward councillor Paul Bell 
 

 

  



Appendix 4: Precedents of Community connection 

 Student project with art in takeaway shops between NX and NXG (twice) 

 Design Dept Connections to Fordham Park and Deptford Green school 

 Educational Studies used Postmen’s entrance for temp exhibits 

 Big Draw event in Great Hall 

 Existing concerts, performances and open talks 

 Educational Studies: Northern Ireland Bogside event in Mar 2012 will generate public art 

 Library: LIFT and WAL already open to the public. 

 Performing Arts: drama student who projected images onto Richard Hogg bldg 

 Speaking Statues 

 “Everyone’s a Winner” podium by library 

 Performing Arts:  project in Deptford Police Station 

 Art and Politics: projects in public spaces 

 Performing Arts:  performances in toilets and on stairs in Deptford Town Hall 

 

Appendix 5: Credentials 
 

Patricio Forrester - Founder and Creative Director of Artmongers. 

Born in Buenos Aires 1967 and began studying art at age of 11.  

Moved to London in 1995 to study at Goldsmiths where he got an MA in Visual Arts. 

 

He lives locally and has created a number of landmark murals in Deptford, New Cross and Telegraph 

Hill.  

 

In 2003, he formed Artmongers to continue to make public art in the area but as a sustainable 

business and was commissioned by local authority. Artmongers also commissioned Laban students 

in 2007/8 to produce choreographies for an event in the streets of Deptford. 

 

In 2010 with a group of residents, he formed Bold Vision - an umbrella charitable organization which 

pulls together local initiatives such as 'Hill Station' Community Cafe, New Cross People's Library, 

Common Growth Community Garden. 

Catherine Shovlin - Artmongers Research Director 

A local resident and social entrepreneur, specialising in social / market research and marketing 

strategy using online brainstorming, language profiling and colour psychology to support clients in 

understanding and overcoming barriers to growth or strategy implementation. 

 

Her research work includes campaigns to stimulate demand for learning among 14-19s and adults 

learning for DfES / colleges and universities, understanding and overcoming barriers to library use, 

use of A&E services and Change Management programs in large organisations. She runs a monthly 

online think tank for the RSA.  

 

She is a founder member of Bold Vision and is now helping New Cross People's Library with its start 

up phase.  


